Guest Lecture on “Advanced ASP.NET with C#”

Topic :

Practical

Implementation

of

software
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development by Mr. Naresh kalra, director of PROUD
TECHNOLOGIES” and his team.
Date of
event :

April 8 , 2013

Aim of the
Event :

The aim of this session was to make the students aware about
various applications of ASP.NET development tools in
today’s environment. Also about the importance of
information sharing, example sharing, module development
The session aimed at inducing into students the importance
of software skills development.

Description
of the
event :

The trainer started the session by making students aware
about the latest market trends, the changing and challenging
demands of customers. He displayed few of their companies’
successful achievement s like “HOPE EK ASHA”, a Dynamic
website developed for some NGO. Then he displayed another
website developed by their company for High Court which
was a real surprise both for the students and faculty, as it was
a virtual tour of high court .Then he started with the session.

Following topics were covered during the lecture:
C# is a more high-level approach than C++. It is usually
faster to develop in. It comes with a large framework of
pre developed components, which makes it particularly
useful for server-side programming. It is full of features
that make development faster and easier, usually at the
cost of flexibility and/or runtime performance..
Basic CMS for .NET An easy to setup and use, no-frills
content management system with asp.net and MS
Access. If you need to setup a small site, or quickly add
some pages to an existing site, or let someone else
update pages on your website. This simple system was
the quick answer.
Google glass It’s your Smartphone, right in your eyes.
You can read text messages. You can take photos. You
can listen to music (thanks to some built-in ear buds).
You can even be told that the subway is closed as you
walk up to it, and be redirected to your destination by
foot.
Session was quite interesting and interactive. The team
booked one domain for one of our student of MCA-IV free of
cost. The session ended by asking students to fill feedback
form. Students filled the forms with full enthusiasm.

